Testing Overview

This test plan addresses the test runs and cases constructed to verify the correct installation of Release 1798.

The test is made up of the following components:

1. Web Testing
Web Testing

1. Log on to the PPS Web application with a user ID which does not have RACF permissions to use the EDB inquiry application. From the main menu, click on "Employee Database (EDB) Inquiry".

   **Verification:** The exit screen is re-displayed with the messages "Not authorized" (WA020) and "Your user ID is not authorized for Web EDB Inquiry." (WA021). Note that the message text does not appear in the URL, just the message numbers.

2. Disable the EDB inquiry subsystem using the ESSS CICS function code. Log on to the PPS Web application. From the main menu, click on "Employee Database (EDB) Inquiry".

   **Verification:** The exit screen is re-displayed with the messages "Subsystem Unavailable." (WA017), "EDB Inquiry is currently unavailable due to system maintenance." (WA018) and "Please try your request again later." (WA019). Note that the message text does not appear in the URL, just the message numbers.